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Automotive: Working on
internal tire patches, repair
estimates and an AC system..

STNA Certification

Electrical:  OSHA training, Lift
training and working on 3-way
and 4-way switches to
receptacles.

Automotive Pre-Apprenticeship

STNA: Cohort B completed 24
hours of clinicals in the role of
an STNA. They will now start
taking their State STNA tests. 

This program consists of 59
classroom and lab hours and
24 hours of clinical. Students
who earn their STNA and excel
in the program, will have the
opportunity to be
immediately placed in a job,
making up to $19.00 per hour.

Designed to prepare participants
for entry into apprenticeship
opportunities with OSHA-10
General Construction, Remedial
Math, Basic blueprint reading,
Survey of the Construction
Industry, Employability Skills for
the Construction Trades, and
CPR/First Aid.

Designed to introduce career options and role
models in connection with the operation,
maintenance and repair of automotive
vehicles. 

Electrical Pre-Apprenticeship
Conducted by seasoned trade instructors at
The Independent Electrical Contractors (IEC).
The coursework utilizes industry driven
curriculum to provide a defined set of
competencies through required technical
instruction and technical core courses. 

Trades Pre-Apprenticeship



COTA Visit

This week was our students final week of programming! To
wrap up, the continued working on cars in the auto shop. They
did internal tire patches, came up with repair estimates for
customers, and repaired an AC system.

This week was our
students final week of
programming! This
wraps up our summer
work experience. Thank
you to all the sites and
students for working to
make this summer
special!
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AUTOMOTIVE



Graduation Friday
The students participated in the
graduation celebration for completing
the program. Congratulations!!
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ELECTRICAL
The students began the week by finishing their OSHA training on Monday,
followed by a hands on lab where they connected three-way and four-way
switches to receptacles. On Tuesday, the students used the power tools
again to cut different sizes of conduit. On Wednesday, the students
participated in Lift Training and became certified to operate two different
types of lifts. On Thursday, there were between 15-20 employers who work
with IEC who came and interviewed all of our students.  



For the last week of the Ready 2 Earn STNA summer
program, students finished their last two days of
clinicals at New Albany Care Center. They completed
24 hours of clinicals in the role of an STNA. They will
now start taking their State STNA tests. 

Both STNA Cohorts finished out the week commemorating their
accomplishments at their graduation that took place at First Church
of God. Over 50 youth walked across the stage to receive a certificate 
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STNA

Leaders of the Year

Ashlyn is a scholar athlete at
Hilliard-Darby High School. She is
entering her senior year where she
will be graduating early. After
graduation, she plans on enlisting 

Last, But Not Least

Ashlyn Risner

Special thanks to the staff at VIP STNA Academy. They have been
nothing short of amazing the past 6 weeks. The patience and flexibility
they had with the youth made it very clear how much they believed in
the youth and the curriculum they were providing. The students were
able to relate to the staff and see themselves in the positions they
were working toward.

for completing the program. Almost half of
them have already passed their state STNA
exam. It was wonderful watching all of the
youth being recognized for their success.

in the Navy and becoming a medic. Ashlyn was chosen by her site
coordinator and the staff at VIP STNA academy because of her
great attitude and all of her hard work. Ashlyn completed all
courses and clinicals with a smile on her face. She passed all
quizzes and tests with flying colors. She was one of the first students
from Cohort A to pass her state STNA exam. Congratulations
Ashlyn! We wish you success in your future endeavors. 


